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Context for research and presentation

1. Processes of Social Change or Social Change as changing social practices
– Centre for Urban Research, Beyond Behaviour Change Research Group, 

RMIT University http://www.rmit.edu.au/ahuri/beyondbehaviour
– Drawing on theories of social practices (eg. Shove, Shatzki etc) applied to 

sustainability issues (transport, energy, water etc) in 
households/communities/organisations

– Practices are the primary unit of enquiry, analysis and change

2. Low Carbon Transitioning 

– ESRC funded International Network on Urban Low Carbon Transitions, 
lead by Durham University, Harriet Bulkeley and Simon Marvin (2013-
2016) http://dogweb.dur.ac.uk/INCUT/

– Researchers from UK, India, Australia, China, South Africa and partners 
in Germany, France, Sweden

– international comparative analysis of low carbon urban transitions and 
experiments

– Developing a framework for comparison……
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Carbon Neutral Communities 
Project (2008-2010)

Low Carbon Transitions 
Research (2010 – present)

Carbon Neutral Communities 
Project (2008-2010)

Low Carbon Transitions 
Research (2010 – present)

Review of 100 
behaviour change 

and low carbon 
initiatives in Australia

Review of 100 
behaviour change 

and low carbon 
initiatives in Australia

Social and Technical 
processes

Social and Technical 
processes

Research partners–
local government, 

community groups, 
NGOs

Research partners–
local government, 

community groups, 
NGOs

From behaviour
change to 

changing social 
practices

From behaviour
change to 

changing social 
practices

Bridging socio-
technical divide
Bridging socio-
technical divide

Governing change 
– capacities and 

efficacy?

Governing change 
– capacities and 

efficacy?



Going Green?
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Disciplinary approaches/ theories to social and 
environmental change

• Current disciplines/ theories that dominate understandings of change
– Economics: price signals and rational decision-making
– Psychology: changing attitudes, choices and behaviours/ beliefs
– Engineering: technological efficiency
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The ‘ABC’ model of behaviour change

A B C
Attitudes Behaviour Choice/ Context

Shove, 2010



Behaviour change (ABC in action)

Curtailment behaviours (everyday ‘green’ actions to conserve resources)
– Shorter showers
– Using cold water in the washing machine
– Turning off lights
– Turning off standby power

Efficiency retrofit behaviours
– Low-flow showerheads
– Energy efficient light bulbs

Efficiency and system changes (big ticket items)
– Install solar panels
– Install water tanks
– Install efficient appliances
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The low hanging fruit



Technology-behaviour divide

Resource management

Resource consumptionResource production

Technologies

Infrastructures

Engineering

Efficiency

ABC

Psychology

Behavioural economics
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Approach 1: 
bypassing the individual (technology & efficiency)

Making appliances 
more efficient

installing efficient 
devices

changing supply 
systems
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Approach 2: 
targeting the individual and their resource use

Information/ feedback

litres/ pricing/ bills

Education

Resource 
management 

problems/ changing 
attitudes & beliefs

Incentives and 
disincentives

Fines, rewards, 
pricing etc.

Rules and laws

Water restrictions 

Preaches to the converted
Assigns blame to the individual

Assumption of rational, self-interested consumption

ABC



Missing links and gaps

Resource management Everyday life (and everyday 
practices)

Behaviour change & 
resource management

Everyday life 
(and everyday practices)

Technology Behaviour

• ‘Normal’ consumption and 
practices

• Expectations and aspirations
• What we do and why we do it
• Not associated with 

‘greenness’
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Practices are changing…
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Practices have always changed

• Air-conditioning usage grown from virtually nothing in the last 40 years 
(McCann 2006). Nearly 70% of Australian households now have one or more 
AC (DEWHA 2008)

• Showering once a day only became common in last 80-100 years (Davidson 
2008). Showering more than once a day becoming more common?

• Clothes washing has become more frequent over last 50-100 years (Slob & 
Verbeek 2006)
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Understanding why practices are changing……

• Practices are changing all the time. > People adapt, improvise and 
experiment with practices. 

• Breaks and shifts of practices come through changes in life, infrastructures 
and rules. They can be individual or socially embedded. 

• Practices depend on past experience, technical knowledge, learning, 
opportunities, available resources, previous encouragement by others, etc. 
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What constitutes a practice?

• Materials/techologies/ infrastructures, encompassing technologies, 
objects, artefacts, infrastructures, resources and ‘things’ used to undertake a 
practice, such as energy grids, power points, taps, air conditioners and light 
bulbs;

• Competencies/Skills/Practical knowledge, pertaining to how a practice can 
be undertaken, such as how to take a shower or cool a body;

• Meanings/Common social understandings, relating to what one ought to 
do (or not do), such as shower regularly, avoid being smelly, or not take long 
showers; and
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Adapted from Shove, Pantzar & Watson 
2012



Social practice theory (the basic ‘elements’ of a practice)

Meanings/
Common 

Understandings

Competence/ skill/ 
practical knowledge

Materials 

What you ought 
to do

How to carry out 
a practice

‘Stuff’ and 
technology 
needed to 

perform the 
practice

15

Adapted from Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012
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Social practices vs. behaviour change

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE THEORIES SOCIAL PRACTICE THEORIES
Barriers, drivers, attitudes, values, 
norms and/or technologies are the 
central unit of analysis and change

Practices (and their elements) are the 
central unit of analysis and change

Emphasis on changing people and 
their individual behaviours

Emphasis on changing the elements of 
the practice

Technology, supply systems and 
people are separate from each other

Technology, supply systems and 
people are part of a practices

People have agency Practices and their elements have 
agency

People change through targeted 
information, education, price signals, 
social norms, community interaction 
etc.

Practices circulate and change through 
the changing or mixing of elements and 
through ‘innovation in doing’.

Efficiency improvements and habits are 
long-lasting

Practices are always changing

The world is populated by people The world is populated by practices
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Practice Theory and Climate Change policy
Shove et al 2012 “The Dynamics of Social Practice”

• Social practices are emergent and always in transition. 

• Policy interventions may increase the chances of more rather than less 
sustainable ways of life to persist and thrive. Not about setting a target for 
practice change.

• Policy makers and other actors, past and present influence:
– A range of elements in circulation
– The ways in which practices relate to each other
– The careers and trajectories of practices and those who carry them
– The circuits of production

• “Policy makers should focus on the elements that have the most negative 
impact upon carbon emissions across a whole group of practices. They 
should search out and design new elements that would support new practices 
with fewer emissions. Policies should be directed not at bad behaviours but at 
bad elements (Quote from workshop participant)” (Shove et al 2012, p.147)
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Going Beyond Behaviour Change…..

• Go ‘beyond behaviour change’ – challenge models of ‘rational choice’ and 
psych-based understandings of consumption and change

• Undertake in-depth studies of social practices on a range of sustainability 
issues (e.g. laundering, cooking, heating, cooling, travelling)

• Develop, deliver and evaluate social change programs informed by social 
theory

• Study relationships between technologies, infrastructures (e.g. smart meters, 
smart grids, energy systems etc.) and the construction of demand 

• Study ‘inconspicuous consumption’ and mundane routines (e.g. food 
practices (eating, cooking)) not part of the dominant ‘green’ or ‘sustainability’ 
discourse

• Reorient practices through policy/design-led intervention 

• Provide training and in-house knowledge transfer on how to go beyond 
behaviour change
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Low Carbon Transitioning: governing socio-technical 
change
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International Network for Low Carbon Urban Transitions: 
comparative analyses
http://dogweb.dur.ac.uk/INCUT/

Key components and questions:

• Designing low carbon urbanism What does it mean to be low carbon? 

• Practicing low carbon urbanism What/who is involved in the transition? 

• Mobilizing low carbon urbanism How does the transition unfold? 

• Pathways - multiple junctions towards the low carbon city How would we 
recognize a transiton when we see it? 

Source: Luque, A. (2014)
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Understanding low carbon urban ‘transitioning’

• Socio technical transitions (STT) - Focus on social as well as technical; 
Supporting new actors/technologies; Advocates deep structural changes to 
social and technical elements

(Bergman, Whitmarsh, & Köhler, 2008; Geels, 2002; Grin, Rotmans, & Schot, 2010; Rip & Kemp, 1998; Rotmans & 
Loorbach, 2008; Smith, 2007; Verbong & Geels, 2010)

• Multi level perspective (MLP) – Landscape/Regime/Niche e.g. Geels

• Multi level governance (MLG) e.g. Bulkeley

• Urban scale, intermediaries e.g. Marvin

• Social practices e.g. Shove

• Socio-technical arrangements constituted by deep-seated patterns of 
production and consumption: 'the outcomes of actions are 
unknowable, the system unsteerable, and the effects of deliberate 
intervention inherently unpredictable' (Shove and Walker, 2007:768; 
Shove and Walker, 2010) 
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Source: Geels
and Shot 
2007
Multi-level 
perspective 
on transitions 
(adapted from 
Geels, 2002, 
p. 1263). 



….Understanding the ‘urban’ in LC transitioning: gaps

MLP gap:– cities and their role? (Hodson and Marvin 2010)

• The spatial scale that transitions approaches deal with is not clear - We often don’t 
know ‘where’ transitions are taking place. THIS RAISES QUESTIONS:

– Little said about cities in the MLP – a lack of spatial awareness – so how 
can MLP contribute to understanding ‘urban socio-technical transitions’?

– Where do cities sit within the landscape-regime-niche hierarchy? What 
about the city/urban hierarchy and governance capacities?

– What about different scales of action? Role of actors within cities and at 
national and international levels that influence or shape at the level of the 
city?

• Also, what about the structure and agency of cities? 

• How do innovative urban-scale activities interrelate with national and societal change? 

• Cities do not just ‘receive’ transition initiatives but can have a role in purposively 
shaping and innovating…
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Analysing landscape pressures 
on cities

Mapping the landscape of urban 
retrofit

Identifying metropolitan 
intermediaries

Understanding existing regime 
and practices in context

and

Dynamics of transition 

Experiments, projects, niches 
and practices

Social learning about limits and 
opportunities for systemic/regime 

change

3. Analytical Frameworks:                             Our research……….
MLP, MLG, STT, SPT…….. 

International/Australian Policy Context/Drivers

Climate change – discourse/debates

Federal level actors/initiatives 

Victorian/Local state responses – database of 
initiatives. Mapping responses/networks/types

Beyond Behaviour Change Research Group

Ethnographic studies – social practices

Range of projects/ organisations

‘Green renovators’/ Landlords/ 
Householders/ Policy Makers/ Corporates

Socio-technical analysis 
understanding dynamics, 
characteristics, tensions, 
obduracy. Multiple scales

Practices and practice change
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Multi-level governance: climate change policies/actions 



Review of low carbon urban initiatives – VIC
Scale and 
Type of 
Responses

Energy 
Infrastructure

Urban Form and 
Transport

Buildings Households and 
People

National Carbon price (NB. 
Coalition to abolish)
Renewable target
Energy Efficiency 
funding

National Urban Policy
Infrastructure funding

Rating Schemes
Energy Efficiency of 
commercial buildings
Insulation scheme

Energy efficiency 
funding to local and 
community level 
groups, e.g. LIEEP
Rebates/Incentives

State Adaptation framework
Managing risk
Energy efficiency
Coal power 

Planning regs and 
policy
Roads over PT
Urban design regs.

Energy efficiency
Retrofitting –
commercial buildings
Trial Precincts

Limited engagement
Behaviour change
HH Energy Efficiency 
initiatives

Regional Alliances /networks
Strategies/Programs 
Co-ordinate LG’s –
street lighting, trial 
projects etc

Public transport 
advocates/networks
Efforts to improve 
planning for 
sustainability

Across LGs –
efficiency of council 
owned buildings

Community 
engagement
Information
Behaviour change
Audits/retrofits/solar

Local Adaptation
Energy efficiency

Local design, planning
(transport, land use) 

LG buildings 
retrofitting
Building code admin

Energy Efficiency
Audits, Retrofits,
Renovations

Community 
groups and 
other

Community groups
Consultancies
Social Services Orgs

Local Advocates 
Activists/Campaigns
Projects

Projects/sites Auditing, Retrofits
Education, 
Renewables projects
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…Low Carbon Initiatives by Aims and Approaches

Target Aims Approaches/Mechanisms

Energy
Infrastructure

Increase renewable energy (solar PVs, wind, co-
generation) 

Project finance/grants
Rebates/feed-in-tariffs
Investment in technologies 

Community owned energy 
Wind farms

Co-generation projects

Buildings Improve energy efficiency and thermal performance of 
council and community facilities

Improve energy efficiency and thermal performance of 
new build and commercial blds

Star rating – building regs.
Financial incentives
Grants
Information and training

People Demand management – peak load etc

Energy efficiency for low income households

Encourage people to live more sustainably (eg. buy
more efficient appliances, use less energy, use car
less etc)

Community based training and
workshops – take up actions
Information provision
Financial incentives (ie rebates)
Household auditing and minor
retrofitting (eg. light globe
replacement schemes)
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Forms of governance

Example:
Climate change alliances 
in Victoria

What they do:

• Build partnerships

• Regional collaborations

• Advocate/lobby

• Strategic planning

• Progress CC agendas and 
learning

• “do what local governments 
on their own cannot or will not 
do”
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Intermediaries mediate between (Hodson
et al 2013):
1. Production and consumption
2. Actors; scales; priorities; interests; 

funders etc
3. Plans/priorities and their application



Unpacking mediation between production and 
consumption - Alignment of technical and social 
dimensions?

• Strong focus on production – technical and governance
– Energy projects and energy efficiency; infrastructure and buildings; street 

lighting etc.

• Engaging with social practices and aligning socio-technical change with 
practice change? 

– Engagement with practices: households - energy data; multicultural 
groups; low income and elderly households

– Adaptation: understanding community vulnerability and needs; impacts of 
everyday life; implications for adaption planning

– Focus on relationships and understanding practices of industry/energy 
actors (ie. energy distibutors and local economic development agencies)
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Understanding the role and effectiveness of new forms of 
governance

• Long term place based organisations – learning from projects and initiatives

• Building a long term understanding of practices within councils; businesses 
and communities/households.

• New forms of knowledge emerging socio-technical change and everyday 
practices within specific contexts and conditions

• Further research: Opportunity to link and relate findings and understandings

• Strong recognition of role and dynamics between technical and social 
change.

• Trial and experimentation leading to ‘success’ – distributing 
learning/outcomes

• Evaluations of approaches and measures of success needed.
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Alignment of socio-technical transitions with everyday 
practices - Policy and Research Implications

From changing behaviours to changing practices:

• Understanding practice change over time

• Change how problems are framed

• How might we mobilise practice change?

Transforming socio-technical regimes:

• Emergent forms of 
governance/actors/networks/knowledge

• Comparative research to learn from different 
contexts

• Understanding implications of niche/local 
experiments/initiatives for broad-scale change
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Meanings/
Common 

Understanding
s

Competence/ 
skill/ practical 

knowledge

Materials

Role of research (co-design and 
knowledge sharing):
• Work with intermediaries: build 

capacity and knowledge base; 
interpret and distribute learnings; 
policy transfer and lessons; 
advocacy.

• Analysis of project/initiative efficacy 
(including retrofit and BC programs) 
– evaluation of potential for shifting 
socio-technical systems and social 
practices



Thankyou!
susie.moloney@rmit.edu.au
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